Ostwald's Rule of Stages and its role in CdSe quantum dot crystallization.
A century ago Ostwald described the "Rule of Stages" after deducing that crystal formation must occur through a series of intermediate crystallographic phases prior to formation of the final thermodynamically stable structure. Direct evidence of the Rule of Stages is lacking, and the theory has not been implemented to allow isolation of a selected structural phase. Here we report the role of Ostwald's Rule of Stages in the growth of CdSe quantum dots (QDs) from molecular precursors in the presence of hexadecylamine. It is observed that, by controlling the rate of growth through the reaction stoichiometry and therefore the probability of ion-packing errors in the growing QD, the initially formed zinc blende (ZB) critical nuclei representing the kinetic phase can be maintained at sizes >14 nm in diameter without phase transformation to the thermodynamic wurtzite (WZ) structure. An intermediate pseudo-ZB structure is observed to appear at intermediate reaction conditions, as predicted by Ostwald. The ZB and pseudo-ZB structures convert to the WZ lattice above a critical melting temperature. This study validates Ostwald's Rule of Stages and provides a phase diagram for growth of CdSe QDs exhibiting a specific crystallographic motif.